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Introduction: In the initial stage of planet formation, 

the dust particles can become larger dust aggregates 

gradually due to collisional processes. However, the 

accretional process of these aggregates has not been 

completely clarified, in its details. So far, the examination 

has shown the structure of amorphous submicro- and 

micrometer-sized aggregates, which are very fluffy. The 

porosity of dust grains and aggregates may reach 91-94% 

[1]. Most of them have self-similar structures and thus 

these are approximate fractals. 

The purpose of our study is to examine the degree of 

composition and the transformation of fractal structure in 

mechanical interactions between submicrometer-sized 

aggregates. 

Model: We examined the outcome of interactions for 

fractal aggregate models (Fig. 1) at low collision velocities 

(v1=0,5 m/s; v2=5m/s) during the sequential collisions. 

Main parameters of aggregate models are choosen as 

follows: size 0,7 µm; quartz composition. 

 

 

Figure 1.: The initial particle models for our 

examination. The upper particles are the initial objects 

and the lower particle is the stuck object. 

 

Before the significant interactions, the accretional 

processes of clusters can be properly modeled with the 

Diffusion Limited Aggregation (DLA). Stauffer & Stanley 

[2] described the relations for the growth of DLA fractals. 

It is necessary to determine the p i which is the 

likelihood-distribution of accretional places on the 

aggregate models. We can interpret the D(pi) distributional 

function. D(lnpi) can also be formulated by means of the pi 

and the Dpi. The D (lnpi) histogram [2] is prescribed by: 

 

                             (1) 

 

 

Where β is the inverse temperature, lnp is the energy 

and Zβ is the amount of state, respectively. The change of 

D(pi) is proportional to the increase of cluster mass. 

Fractal dimension of these aggregates can be calculated 

using by our recursive algorithm of 3-dimensional fractal 

aggregate model (3DFAM). The aggregates composed of 

numerous component part, which have calculated fractal 

dimension. Fractal dimension of given component part of 

an aggregate is approximated as: 
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Where dx is fractal dimension; l2x, lx are measured 

lengths; sx, s2x are the expended scales. In 3DFAM, the 

complete fractal dimension of aggregates in calculated by 

the following formula: 
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Where dc is the complete fractal dimension of fractal 

aggregate models, k is the first calculated fractal dimension 

for a component of aggregate and n is number of 

components. 

Following this, it is modeled the microstructural 

transformation of amorphous aggregates (complete process 

is modeled with respect to results of other authors [3-4]), 

which have been stuck following the low-velocity 

collisions. Compaction- porosity relation and the fractal 

dimension are important elements for the microstructural 

descripitions of aggregates (compressed cores may form 

due to collisions). The relation between compaction 

efficiency and porosity is satisfied by the following 

equation:       

                               

                                   (4) 

 

Where ηc is the compaction efficiency, Va is the 

volume of compressed aggregate, P is pressure and φ is the 

porosity. The porous structure can also be characterized 

with fractal properties. Hence, we can compute the fractal 

dimension for porous structure, which can be written as 

follows [5]: 
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                                                              (5) 

 

                                                                                     (6)       

 

Equation (6) is a modified relation for porous 

structures. In this simple relations, N is the number of cube- 

shaped units inside the examined volume, r is the number 

of units along the cube-edge of examined volume, Vac is 

the complete volume fraction of aggregate compound and 

dp is the fractal dimension of porous aggregate, 

respectively (Fig. 2). 

 
Figure 2: The computation method of fractal dimension 

for porous bodies. Where D is the examined dimension, 

Vc is the volume of cube-shaped units and Vp is pore 

volume fraction. Vac1= Vc1-Vp1 and Vac= Vac1+Vac2…N 

 

Results: We have performed the numerical simulations 

for sequential collisions of aggregate and determined the 

fractal dimension (which can be estimated by considering 

the ηc and structural transformation). We ascertained that 

the value of fractal dimension was varied from 1,5 to 2.76 

in case of two various collision velocities. In the size range 

10-6-10-5 m around 5 m/s the collisions became destructive 

rather than accretional (Fig. 3). 

We experienced as less velocity (v1) interdigitations 

were occured in the contact zones of colliding aggregates. 

At the same time, the higher collision velocity (v2) can 

responsible for more significant transformation of fractal 

microstructure. Moreover, it has also been ascertained that 

the amorphous dust aggregates have lost their DLA-like 

fractal character gradually during the accretional processes, 

hereby, they became fractal porous structure in a given 

aggregate size above. 

 

 
 

Figure 3: The change of fractal dimension plotted 

against the aggregate size. Solid line indicates the 

aggregate growth in case of 5 m/s collision velocities. 

Dashed lines indicate the results of 0,5 m/s collision 

velocities, where a) mode for DLA-like fractals and b) is 

for porous fractal structures. 

 

 

Control of our model calculations shows if the initial 

conditions of numerical simulation and the calculated 

physical parameters are not accurate enough, less 

uncertainties appear in the results. In fact, we can not 

determine precisely the values of fractal dimension and 

compaction efficiency. Therefore, these factors may only 

be approximated values. 

 

Summary: According to our examinations sticking and 

compaction may occur in case of low velocity collision of 

fractal dust aggregates due to energy dissipation and 

interdigitation.Consequently, we expect that the fractal 

structure can support to some extent the sticking and 

accretion of dust aggregates. 
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